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Abstract

Certain conditions in an auxiliary heated tokamak fusion plasma can give rise to a so called
Internal Transport Barrier (ITB). Inside the radius of the barrier heat diffusion is greatly reduced.
A much higher plasma temperature and core energy confinement time than normal can therefore
be reached. An increased core temperature and corresponding temperature gradient can however
affect the auxiliary power deposition profiles. This can reduce the amount of power deposited
inside the ITB, which in turn reduces the achievable temperature.

To investigate how the appearance of an ITB affects the auxiliary heating, especially Ion Cyclotron
Resonance Heating (ICRH), a one-dimensional heat transport code has been developed. It uses a
semi-empirical diffusivity model given in references [1, 2] and calculates the evolution of the tem-
perature profiles by means of Finite Element Methods (FEM). By iteratively taking power deposition
profiles from an ICRH code and feeding temperature profiles back, the effect of the ITB on the
ICRH can be established.
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1 Introduction

Thermonuclear fusion is the process when light nuclei, e.i. hydrogen isotopes, are heated until
they reach such high kinetic energies that they can fuse together and form a heavier nucleus, such
as a helium isotope. The easiest thermonuclear fusion process to achieve is deuterium and tritium
to helium fusion, H\ + H\ - He.\ + n\ + 17.6 MeV, where the 17.6 MeV of energy corresponds to
the rest mass difference before and after the reaction, according to Einstein's formula A£ = Amc2.

To overcome the repelling electrostatic Coulomb force between the two nuclei the particles tak-
ing part in the fusion reaction must have sufficiently high temperatures, and thereby kinetic en-
ergies. At these temperatures, ranging from about 100 million degrees Kelvin to 1000 million
degrees Kelvin and corresponding to kinetic energies between 10 keV and 100 keV, the constituent
substances are fully ionized. This ionized gas forms a plasma that can be magnetically confined in
a toroidally shaped fusion reactor such as a tokamak, see figure 1.1 and chapter 2.

One of the main problems in current fusion research is to sufficiently heat the centre of the
plasma, while at the same time keeping the applied heat from diffusing to the edge of the plasma
torus where it is lost. The appearance of Internal Transport Barriers (ITB) greatly helps increasing
the central plasma temperature by reducing heat diffusion within the radius of the ITB. The physics
behind ITB:s is not clearly understood, but a semi-empirical transport model has been developed
[1, 2] and used to accurately predict the behavior of plasma temperature during external heating,
such as Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) and Neutral Beam Injection (NBI). Plasma heating
is further addressed in chapter 2.2.

A code, THETA1, has been developed to simulate the plasma temperature evolution according
to the semi-empirical transport model mentioned above. As input THETA takes plasma param-
eters, including ICRH power deposition profiles, from the FIDO2 code [3, 4]. It then solves the
corresponding diffusion equations for ion and electron temperature by means of Finite Element
Methods (FEM).

Provisions have been made to feed the calculated temperature profiles back to FIDO. This way it
is possible to run an iterative loop between FIDO and THETA to determine how the power deposi-
tion profiles change when the plasma temperature increases. This FIDO-THETA coupling has been
used in chapter 6 to simulate the effect of different ICRH antenna phasing during the heating of a
plasma with an ITB.

Figure 1.1 Charged particle magnetically confined in a toroidal geometry.
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2 The tokamak configuration

The tokamak is currently the most explored concept of a fusion reactor configuration. Developed
at the Kurchatov Institute in the 1960:s tokamaks have seen heavy use at research facilities. Dur-
ing this time significant improvements have been made within virtually every aspect of tokamak
operation. The energy confinement time Te1 has increased more than 100 times and the maximum
temperature in the plasma has gone from approximately 1 keV to over 30 keV, reached in JET2

ITB-plasmas.

2.1 Basic tokamak layout

In the tokamak configuration a toroidally shaped vacuum vessel contains the deuterium or deu-
terium and tritium fusion fuel. The radius of the torus is referred to as the major radius of the
tokamak and radius of the vacuum vessel as the minor radius. A toroidal magnetic field is set up
by driving current in a set of poloidal coils, the so called toroidal field coils. A toroidal plasma
current is then induced by using the plasma as the secondary circuit in a transformer. The toroidal
current induces a poloidal magnetic field, much smaller than the toroidal magnetic field. The re-
sulting magnetic field forms a helix. The number of toroidal turns a magnetic field line has to take

Transformer winding
(primary circuit)

Iron transformer
core

Toroidal
Field coils

Poloidal
magnetic field

Toroidal
magnetic field

Plasma current
(secondary circuit)

Resultant helical
magnetic field

(twist exaggerated)

Figure 2.1 Schematic picture of the tokamak configuration.

before it returns to the same poloidal angle is called the safety factor q. The q-value is typically
around unity in the centre of a tokamak and reaches a value of around 3 to 5 at the vacuum vessel
wall. Related to the safety factor is the magnetic shear S, with r being the plasma radius it is given
by

q dr (2.1)

1 Characteristic time during which 1/e of the energy of the system is lost
2 Joint European Torus



2. The tokamak configuration

The magnetic field lines in a tokamak will be confined to a set of nested toroidal surfaces, the
so called magnetic flux surfaces. Since the transport of charged particles is much faster along
magnetic field lines than perpendicular to them, heat transport on a flux surface is much higher
than the radial heat transport perpendicular to the flux surfaces. A temperature change somewhere
on a flux surface will therefore quickly even out and it is possible to approximate heat transport
in a tokamak as a one-dimensional diffusion perpendicular to the flux surface. The use of the flux
surface coordinate 5 (not to confuse with the magnetic shear S), defined as

s = (2.2)

where Y is the poloidal flux function [5], conveniently produces a normalized variable approxi-
mately proportional to the plasma radius. As can be seen above s is a very useful coordinate for
modelling heat transport. By doing calculations in 5 even a non-cylindrical plasma like that in JET
can be approximately modelled in cylindrical coordinates.

2.2 Plasma heating

To achieve a steady production of fusion energy the plasma must be heated to at least 10 keV, and
preferably up to around 20 keV. A temperature of around 1 keV [5] can be reached with ohmic
heating by the toroidal plasma current only, to reach higher temperatures auxiliary power, i.e.
neutral beam injection or ion cyclotron resonance heating is required.

NBI heats the plasma by injecting hydrogen, deuterium or helium atoms at high velocities into
it. The neutral atoms travel in straight lines, unaffected by the magnetic field until they become
ionized in the plasma and thereby confined by the magnetic field. The injected energetic particles
loose their energy to the plasma by Coulomb collisions and the plasma is heated [5].

ICRH works by launching an electromagnetic wave into the plasma. When the wave reaches
the point where its frequency matches the Larmor frequency [5] of a minority ion species, or a
harmonic frequency of any of the ion species, it is absorbed. The energy is then distributed into
the plasma by Coulomb collisions. A schematic picture of the vacuum vessel cross-section showing
one of the four ICRH antennas in JET can be seen in figure 2.2 [6].

Figure 2.2 Vacuum vessel cross-section with A2 Antenna in JET. This picture also shows the non-cylindrical
nature of the vacuum vessel.

One important parameter associated with ICRH is the toroidal mode spectrum, n<j>. While the
electromagnetic wave is launched radially into the plasma, the antenna phasing induces a toroidal
waveform as well, n^ can be thought of as the number of waveform periods during one toroidal
turn. The coordinate system is chosen such that positive n<p indicates a wave moving in the same



2.3. ITB formation in tokamaks

direction as the toroidal plasma current. Negative n^ indicates a wave moving in the counter
direction of the toroidal plasma current [7].

2.3 ITB formation in tokamaks

An ITB represents a radial bifurcation of the plasma confinement. Inside the radius of the ITB
thermal diffusivity is greatly reduced, and the energy confinement time Te is thereby increased,
allowing the temperature to rise above that of a non-ITB case. The physics behind ITB formation,
like many other aspects of tokamak confinement and thermal transport, is not clearly understood.

Experiments at JET show [8] that ITB:s usually form at or around a rational ^-surface, often
q = 2, and move outward in the plasma with a velocity close to 0.5 m/s. A certain input power
threshold exists, approximately proportional to the toroidal magnetic field. For a magnetic field of
3.45 T an input power around 20 MW is required for ITB formation. The transport reduction after
ITB formation varies. When the input power is close to the threshold power strong ITB:s only form
with a central q-value of 2. At increased power levels strong ITB:s are formed at progressively
lower values of central q.

A current theoretical hypothesis is that E x ^-velocity shear together with magnetic shear is
responsible for ITB formation [9, 2,10]. High E x ^-velocity shear decorrelates turbulent transport
in the plasma and low magnetic shear stabilizes some potentially harmful effects of the E x B-
velocity shear. Together this results in a decreased radial thermal transport.

The E x B shearing rate has analytically been found to be [9]

(RBg)2 3 r m n i l i ) „ „ \ 1
(2.3)

with R being the tokamak major radius, Be the poloidal magnetic field, B<t> the toroidal magnetic
field, m the ion density, 7} the ion temperature and ve and VQ the poloidal and toroidal compo-
nents of plasma rotation. Divided with a characteristic turbulence growth rate y we get a dimen-
sionless parameter Q suitable to describe turbulence reduction

Vthi

(RBe)2 d I " /v(n t l j ) \ l

~BT wlV^ V°B4> + V*Be)RB
(2.4)

where vthi is the ion thermal velocity. Note the second derivative of the ion temperature profile.
The sharp change in temperature gradient at the radius of the ITB induces a synergetic effect by
increasing the E x B-velocity shear stabilization and thereby further increasing the temperature
gradient inside the barrier.

It should be noted that, according to this theory, shear in plasma rotation is required for ITB
formation. Low magnetic shear can never form an ITB without shear in plasma rotation.

2.4 JET

JET, the largest magnetic confinement fusion experiment in the world, has a major radius of 3.0 m
and the D-shaped plasma cross-section has a minor radius of 1.25 m. 32 toroidal field coils and
an eight limbed transformer core can set up a toroidal magnetic field of up to 3.4 T and drive up to
7 MA of plasma current [5, 6]. All simulations in this thesis simulate a JET-like cylindrical plasma.
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Figure 2.3 JET, the Joint European Torus [6].

Figure 2.4 Inside the vacuum vessel. ICRH antennas can be seen to the right of the technician and on the
outer wall to the left of the centre rod [6].
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3 Heat diffusion in tokamaks

3.1 Heat diffusion in cylindrical coordinates

The non-linear diffusion equation

dT{X't} -V-(D(T,x,t)VT(T,x,t))-P(T,x,t) = O (3.1)
at

describes how the value of T, i.e. temperature, varies in space and time during a diffusive process
with diffusion coefficient D and a source P, i.e. thermal effect. Since we want to model radial heat
diffusion in a cylindrical coordinate system we must rewrite the diffusion equation as

rt,s,t) = 0 (3.2)

where J(s) is the Jacobian. By approximating the tokamak cross-section as being circular, and the
plasma current density as being constant, J{s) equals 5, and s becomes proportional to the radius
r . Thus it is possible to solve the diffusion equation as a one-dimensional diffusion equation
in cylindrical coordinates using s instead of r. Since 5 is normalized the diffusivities are also
normalized through dividing them by the minor radius squared before they are used in the code.
These approximations work well in the plasma centre. P is the sum of the ICRH input power
from FIDO, NBI heating and energy transfer from collisions between ions and electrons [11]. The
collisional energy transfer from electrons to ions can be written as

^ (3.3)

where viie is the ion-electron collision frequency [11].

3.2 Modified Bohm diffusivity

According to neoclassical theory, from the analytical study of Coulomb collisions in quasi static
plasmas, diffusivity in a plasma scales as l/B2 [5]. Experiments show that diffusivity actually
scales as l/B due to small scale turbulence, this is called Bohm diffusivity [12]. A modified Bohm
diffusivity model for use in tokamaks has been developed at JET [1] and then modified to allow for
internal transport barriers [2]. The model consists of a Bohm and a gyro-Bohm term given by

n _ Te a\Vpe\ 2Te(s = 0.8) - TQ(s = 1)
B B p q Te(s = 1)

Te
Te in eV

Here DB and DgB are the Bohm and gyro-Bohm diffusivities respectively, Te is the electron temper-
ature, B<p is the toroidal magnetic field, a is the plasma minor radius, pc is the electron pressure,
m, is the ion mass, Z\ is the ion charge and e is the elementary charge. To simulate the enhanced
confinement within an ITB, the Bohm term, which is by far the largest, is canceled inside the ra-
dius of the ITB. The diffusivities, D\ and De, for ion and electron heat diffusion respectively, are
obtained by adding ion neoclassical diffusivity to the sum of the Bohm and gyro-Bohm terms.

D, n c o c l a s s l c a I

(3 5)
De = *D3{ ( S n ) fD
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Figure 3.1 Sample ion diffusivities and corresponding temperature profiles for non-ITB and ITB simulations.

Here Dfeoclasslcal is the neoclassical ion diffusivity [5] and 3-C is the Heaviside step function deter-
mining the location of the ITB, see equations (2.1) and (2.4). af, <xf*, a% and «fB are empirical
numerical coefficients from [1].

af = 2 x a* (3.6)

«f = af = 3.5 x 10-2

Sample ion diffusivities given by the above model for a non-ITB and an ITB plasma can be seen
in figure 3.1 together with the corresponding temperature profiles.

3.3 Weaknesses of the diffusivity model

The diffusivity model given above is a combination of a model for placing an ITB and a model for
calculating the diffusivities inside and outside of the ITB. While the model returns realistic values
for the diffusivities, the step function modelling for placing the ITB has some weaknesses.

Examining equation (3.5) shows that according to the above model the condition for ITB forma-
tion is

« 3

Or alternatively written

5 <
« 2

(3.7)

(3.8)

Hence, this model allows an ITB to form if the magnetic shear S is low enough. This is not con-
sistent with the theory in chapter 2.3 upon which the model rests. It should be noted that while
perhaps not analytically fully correct this model does apparently work [1, 2].

Further, the velocity profiles in equation (2.4) cannot be extracted from any numerical code
available. It has therefore been impossible to dynamically simulate ITB formation and the evolution
of the ITB location. To be able to use the above diffusivity model the ITB has either been placed
statically at a user defined location during the simulations or has been moved outward in the
plasma with a fixed velocity of 0.5 m/s.



4 Finite Element Methods

The choice of using FEM to calculate the evolution of the plasma temperature comes from the
non-linear nature of the calculations. Both the diffusivity and the input power in equation (3.2)
depends on the temperature being calculated. FEM has more internal parameters to vary than for
example the simpler finite difference scheme has. It is therefore easier to tune the solver for best
results when solving non-linear problems.

4.1 FEM formulation of cylindrical diffusion

To calculate the time evolution of the plasma temperature, equation (3.2) must be solved repeat-
edly for s e [0;l], each time calculating either the ion temperature profile T[(s) or the electron
temperature profile Te{s) at a time At later. Equation (3.2) is solved by formulating the variational
problem

(4.1)
o - • - - - - - •

where g is any test function that can be integrated between 0 and 1.
The boundary condition used are

dT(s = 0) dT(s = 1)
al = °- a7 = ° (4-2)

OS 01

The second boundary condition is a rather crude one since the Bohm diffusMties are directly
proportional to the inverse of the electron edge temperature (3.4). The edge temperatures should
therefore ideally be taken from experimental data. No sufficiently good experimental data has been
available during the simulations, so constant edge temperatures have been used.

Time is discretized with a partially implicit scheme, T = (l-9)Tt+ 9Tt+M, 9 e [0.5; 1]. 9 = 0.55
is used by the code.

The variational problem is solved by means of a finite element method [13]. Finite element
methods work by decomposing the examined function T(s) onto a set of nearly orthogonal basis
functions ejt so that T(s) can be written

N
T(s) = X Tjejis) (4.3)

The basis functions chosen are normalized "roof-top" functions

S E [Sj-\]Sj]

se[Sj-,sj+i]

By adopting the Galerkin choice of test functions g, e.i. the same as the basis functions, ej(s),
the following linear system of equations is formed

N

^ £ T^
j=\

j ^ - Uset(l-0)v £rjej]ds + (4.5)
1=1 J

i'h
7 = 1 j = l 7 = 1

AtP(s) + seiVAtT*: Ids V i = I..N
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s j

Figure 4.1 "Roof-top" basis functions reach only as far as to the nearest neighbor.

Here Tj is the temperature sought, T^ is the temperature of the other species and T^ the electron
temperature. D is the diffusion coefficient of the species from equation (3.5), v is the collision
frequency and P is the heating power.

4.2 Tunable integration

The integrals in equation system (4.5) are evaluated using a combination of mid-point and trape-
zoidal quadratures called tunable integration [14]

( ^^ ) ] i ? p e [0; 1] (4.6)

R is the truncation error. The parameter p can be varied to obtain either a piecewise constant FEM
at p = 0, a piecewise linear FEM at p = 1/3 and a finite difference scheme for p = 1. The code uses

4.3 The linear system of equations

Evaluating (4.5) for each i = l.JV and j = 1..N forms the linear system

AtJTJ+M = ByTj + d (4.7)

Since both the basis functions ej and the test functions e* only reach as far as to the closest
neighbors, see figure 4.1, the first two of the three integrals (4.5) vanish for all \i- j \ > 1. Thus
the matrices Ay and By become tridiagonal. The temperature T t+At = T{s,t + At) can then
be computed by solving equation (4.7) with a simple LU-factorization [15]. This is illustrated in
Appendix A.

4.4 Leap-Frog

In order to calculate both ion and electron temperature profiles a leap-frog scheme [13] was used
in time. The leap-frog scheme works by solving the diffusion equations for the two temperature
profiles shifted half a time step. The temperature not being calculated is kept constant at the value
it has in the middle of the time step of the calculation of the other temperature.

Ty(s, t - At/2) - Ti(s, t + At/2), Te = Tc(s, t)
Te(s, t) - Te(s, t + At), Tj = Tiis, t + At/2)
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5 Comparison with experiment

To verify both the THETA code and the diffusMty model given in [1, 2], part of the JET shot No:
42426 was simulated. The shot was chosen because it is well documented [16] and shows the
formation of an ITB. The simulation begins at t = 5.3 s, when the ITB first emerges and lasts until
t = 6.6 s. During this time the ITB is moved outward from the centre with a velocity of 0.5 m/s
and ion and electron densities increase linearly from 2 x 1019 m~3 to 6 x 1019 m~3. In order to
accurately simulate the shot 17.5 MW of NBI power was added to the ICRH power given by FIDO. 2
MW of the ICRH power was subtracted at t = 6 s. This gave the simulation similar input power as
the experiment.

It should be noted that the diffusivities given by equations (3.4) and (3.5) are very sensitive to
variations in plasma parameters, so a perfect representation of the experiment was not expected.
NBI and ICRH power deposition profiles were only available for the later part of the simulated time
frame, so these profiles have been used throughout the simulation.

In the experiment the central electron temperature was observed to rise approximately linearly
to 13 keV at t = 6.6 s and the central ion temperature rose to 32 keV during the same time.

5.1 Main parameters for simulation of JET shot 42426

Plasma parameters
Magnetic field
Toroidal current
NBI input power
ICRH input power
Central ion temperature at t = 5.3 s
Central electron temperature at t = 5.3 s
Central ion temperature at t = 6.6 s
Central electron temperature at t = 6.6 s
Central particle density at t = 5.3 s
Central particle density at t = 6.6 s
Main ion species
Central safety factor
Numerical parameters
Number of spatial grid points
Number of time steps
Tunable integration parameter p
Time discretization parameter 9

3.8
3
17.5
6
6
6
32
13
2.0 x 1019

6.0 xlO 1 9

D
1.8

100
30000
1/3
0.55

T
MA
MW
MW
keV
keV
keV
keV
mr3

m-3

5.2 Simulation results

The left column of figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 shows simulated and experimentally measured [16]
temperature profiles at t = 5.8 s, t = 6.0 s and t = 6.6 s respectively. The central electron temperature
at the end of the simulation was 12.3 keV.

The figures indicate that the central diffusivities are to high, at least at the later half of the
simulation. At the end of the simulation the computed ion diffusivity at 5 = 0.3 was 0.5 m2/s,
while the experimental value was between 0.04 m2/s and 0.2 m2/s. This is probably the effect of a
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stronger transport reduction in shot 42426 than the diffusivity model assumes. The constants af^
in (3.5) were divided by two and a new simulation was made. The right column of figures 5.1, 5.2
and 5.3 shows the resulting ion temperature profiles.

This simulation show a significantly better result at the end of the simulation. The central
electron temperature at the end of the simulation was 14.2 keV.

5.3 Conclusions from the simulations

The diffusivity model given by [1, 2] appears to give reasonably good agreement with experiments.
The too high diffusivity of the model inside the ITB at the end of the simulation probably has to
do with the fact that shot 42426 showed a stronger ITB than normal.

Most of the differences between experimental and simulated ion temperature profiles after the
reduction of of* in (3.5) come from the ITB not moving outward from the plasma centre with
exactly the 0.5 m/s the simulated ITB travels at. The sharp bend on the temperature profile in
figure 5.2 shows the ITB to be closer to s = 0.4 than the calculated s = 0.28. It should also be
noted that the constant edge temperatures used is not a good approximation. As can be seen in
equation (3.4), the Bohm diffusivity is proportional to the temperature at the edge of the tokamak.

Compairing the two simulations indicates a stronger transport reduction at the end of the simu-
lated time frame. At t = 5.8 s the original gyro-Bohm diffusivity inside the ITB gives a better result
than the reduced gyro-Bohm. Later in the simulation the opposite is true.
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Figure 5.1 Ion temperature profiles att = 5.8 s with full gyro-Bohm (left) and half gyro-Bohm (right).

Simulated

Measured

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9

Figure 5.2 Ion temperature profiles att = 6.0 s with full gyro-Bohm (left) and half gyro-Bohm (right).

Simulated

Measured

0 0.1 0.2

Figure 5.3 Ion temperature profiles at t=6.6s with full gyro-Bohm (left) and half gyro-Bohm (right).
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6 FIDO-THETA simulations

The main reason for developing the THETA code was to investigate what effect the appearance of
an ITB has on ICRH. This is done using an iterative loop between FIDO and THETA. FIDO starts the
simulation by calculating initial ICRH power deposition profiles for a given tokamak plasma. For
each iteration THETA then calculates how the temperature changes during the iteration time step
and FIDO calculates the new power deposition profiles. This makes it possible to study the effect
of temperature changes on the ICRH power deposition.

6.1 Simulation of different toroidal mode spectrums

The sign of the toroidal mode spectrum n^, discussed in chapter 2.2, has been found to have
a non-trivial effect on ICRH of an ITB plasma. Different signs of n^ can give different power
deposition profiles and affect the ITB formation. With the wrong choice of n<j> it can be impossible
for an ITB to form since not enough power is deposited inside the ITB to form the sharp change in
temperature gradient necessary for E x 5-velocity shear stabilization, see chapter 2.3.

Two iterative FIDO-THETA simulations were run in order to study the effect of different n^.
One simulation used n</> = 15 and the other used n^ = -15 . Each simulation consisted of 100
iterations and lasted a total of 1 s. 6 MW of ICRH power was added to a constant NBI input power
of 14 MW. The simulation was made so that 0.2 s after the start an ITB emerged at s = 0.4. The ITB
was kept stationary throughout the rest of the simulation. The plasma was a deuterium plasma
with a central density of 4 x 1019 m~3 and the ICRH heated a 3 % hydrogen minority.

6.2 Simulation results

At t = 0.2 s the non-ITB plasma temperatures, seen in figure 6.1, had reached a semi-steady state.
These are the approximate temperature profiles one could expect to get during a non-ITB experi-
ment.

When the ITB emerged at t = 0.2 s the central plasma temperatures started rising dramatically,
as can be seen in figure 6.3. The temperature profiles at the end of the simulation are plotted in
figure 6.2. Comparing figures 6.1 and 6.2 demonstrates the effectiveness of ITB:s.

By examining figures 6.2 and 6.3 it appears as if the choice n<f, = 15 is better than n<$, = -15 if
the maximum amount of ion heating and the maximum ion temperature inside the ITB is sought,
as equation (2.4) indicates being important for £x#-velocity shear stabilization and ITB formation.
Figure 6.6 on the other hand shows the fraction of the total ICRH power deposited inside the ITB
for n^ = 15 to be significantly less than for n^ = -15 and decreasing during the entire simulation.
Long ITB experiments might therefore require a negative n^ to keep the input power high enough
inside the ITB at the end of the experiment.

The ICRH power deposition profiles at t = 0.2 s and t = 1.0 s for different n^ can be seen in
figures 6.4 and 6.5. Note how the power deposition for positive n<f> is reduced in the plasma centre
at t = 1.0 s compared to at t = 0.2 s.
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Figure 6.1 Ion (left) and electron (right) temperature profiles att = 0.2 s.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Figure 6.2 Ion (left) and electron (right) temperature profiles att = 1.0s.
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Figure 63 Ion (left) and electron (right) central temperature evolution forn^ = -15 andn<f> = 15.
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Figure 6A Ion power deposition profiles for n</> = - 1 5 (left) andn<f> = 15 (right).
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Figure 6.5 Electron power deposition profiles for n<f, = -15 (left) and n<p = 15 (right).

Figure 6.6 Fraction of ICRH power deposition deposited inside the ITB forn^ = -15 andn^ = 15.
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7 Conclusions and discussions

The code THETA, using a semi-empirical transport model, has been developed to calculate tem-
perature changes in tokamak fusion plasmas during external heating. This code is to be used in
conjunction with the FIDO code to simulate the effect of plasma temperature changes on ICRH, es-
pecially during ITB experiments. As is shown in chapter 5 the code is able to reproduce experimen-
tally measured temperature profiles with reasonable accuracy, given the limited input parameters
available.

The two iterative FIDO-THETA simulations in chapter 6 showed significantly different power
deposition depending on the sign of the toroidal mode spectrum. It appears as if the choice
n<f, = -15 deposits a substantially larger fraction of the power within the ITB than n</> = 15 does.
n<j> = 15 on the other hand puts a larger fraction of the power into heating the ions than n^ = -15
does. These differences encourage future simulations exploring the effects of varying various ICRH
parameters, including n^.

The transport model suggested by [1] and [2], where the diffusivity is the sum of a Bohm and a
gyro-Bohm term, has weaknesses, the most serious of which is the way it places the ITB. As can be
seen in equation (3.5) the model places the ITB according to a linear combination of the magnetic
shear 5 and the parameter Q, describing E x B-velocity shear. This is not consistent with the
current theoretical model for ITB formation, which states that E x 5-velocity shear is required for
ITB formation [9]. While this model has been tested at JET and found to give satisfactory results,
its ability to place an ITB solely because of low magnetic shear is not physically correct and makes
simulations on ITB formation difficult. Finally, the usual ITB formation at the q = 2 surface is not
indicated in the model as one would expect it to be.

Another weakness of the model is a too simplified way of modelling the diffusivity inside an ITB.
Experiments show different transport reductions depending on plasma parameters [8]. The model
has no provision for simulating ITB:s of different "strengths".

It would be interesting if a model for calculating the velocity profiles in equation (2.4) could be
found. This would make it possible to do simulations on ITB formation and ITB location evolution.
A better diffusivity model would also make the code more useful. This model should ideally use
a better method for placing the ITB, as well as placing it using parameters more easily computed
numerically than the E x B-velocity shear. It should also use a more dynamic model for the dif-
fusivity bifurcation than a simple step function by allowing for different transport reductions for
ITB:s of different "strengths".
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A Solver for tridiagonal systems of equations

The linear system of equations from chapter 4.3 from which the new temperature profile Tj+/St is
to be solved is

AyTj+A£ = Rt where Rt = ByTJ + Q (A.1)

with the boundary conditions

35

dt

= 0

= 0
(A.2)

The boundary conditions are fulfilled by imposing the following matrix elements

A1.1 = 1

Ai.2 = - 1

A-N-1,N = 0

AAT,N = 1

Ri = 0

? = 1, t = 0)

(A.3)

The matrix A is stored as three vectors, AL, AD and AR, to conserve memory.

ARl 0 0

A =

ALl AD2 AR2 0
0 AL3 AD3 AR3

0 0 AU AD4

(A.4)

Six vectors are sent to the solver, AL, AD, AR and R from the linear system, a temporary vector
E and the vector T to store the computed temperature profile. The solver uses a simple and fast
(O(N) operations) method based on LU-decomposition1 for tridiagonal matrices [15].

1 Lower Upper decomposition
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A.1 LU-solver in C

void solve(double *AL,double *AD,double *AR,double *R,double *E,double *T, in t N)

int j ;
double tmp;

tmp=AD[l];
T[l]=R[l]/tmp;

for(j=2;j<=N;j++) / * Decomposition and forward substitution * /
{
E[j]=AR[j-l]/tmp;
tmp=AD[j]-AL[j]*E[j];
T[j]=(R[j]-AL[j]*T[j-l])/tmp;

for(j=N-l;j>=l;j—) T[j]=T[j]-E[j+l]*T[j+l]; / * Back substitution * /
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Abstract

Certain conditions in an auxiliary heated tokamak fusion plasma can give rise to a so called
Internal Transport Barrier (ITB). Inside the radius of the barrier heat diffusion is greatly reduced.
A much higher plasma temperature and core energy confinement time than normal can therefore
be reached. An increased core temperature and corresponding temperature gradient can however
affect the auxiliary power deposition profiles. This can reduce the amount of power deposited
inside the ITB, which in turn reduces the achievable temperature.

To investigate how the appearance of an ITB affects the auxiliary heating, especially Ion Cyclotron
Resonance Heating (ICRH), a one-dimensional heat transport code has been developed. It uses a
semi-empirical diffusivity model given in references [1, 2] and calculates the evolution of the tem-
perature profiles by means of Finite Element Methods (FEM). By iteratively taking power deposition
profiles from an ICRH code and feeding temperature profiles back, the effect of the ITB on the
ICRH can be established.
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